Abstract. Optimum performance of station affects on the level of service to the consumer that is train service users. The consumers of station or train always want to have appropriate services, from purchasing ticket in ticket counter until waiting for the train to board or arrive. But, based on earlier research, there were still much candidate of passengers looking for information about transportation upon arrival on the station. The purpose of the writing is to evaluate performance and get hints to make some improvements. While, for intermodal analysis of whole railway stations serving KRD Jenggala has been integrated with nearby terminal through the service of feeder that is Lyn.
Introduction
PT. Kereta Api Indonesia is now already operating pioneer trains in several regions in Indonesia [1] . The development of pioneer train is firstly operated on Java Island in East Java regions which are Sidoarjo and Mojokerto. Being named as Kereta Api Perintis Jenggala, this train is operating through Sidoarjo railway station, Tulangan railway station, Tarik railway station, and Mojokerto railway station. Railway station, also as a transportation node has important role in organizing trains, excellent service is also part of PT. Kereta Api Indonesia (Persero)'s target to maximize the effort in service innovation [2] . With the existence of train that is serving through four railway stations as a node for the writters to do evaluation among stations serving Jenggala train investigating the existing facilities and services as evaluation materials about how far minimum standards in station have been applied and also capable of giving recommendation for better service performance in those railway stations. Surely consumers want to get better services, starting from ordering the tickets until near boarding and also availability of important facilities for the costumers [3] .
Method that had been done on this preliminary identification was gathering primary data related to observing existing condition on field around the station that became stopping place for KRD Jenggala. That matter is important thing to do for identifying feeder services and connectivity supporting facilities around station that served KRD Jenggala.
Discussions

Intermodal Analysis
Reviewed from the aspect of population movement, the increase of urban area's residents population and urbanization making the increase of movement to or from the city. This matter gives logic consequence that it is needed for balancing between vehicle and infrastructure especially in transportation. This is meant to support the mobility of the population to do their activities. One of the method to fulfill the needs of transportation service is by providing public transportation [4, 5] .
KRD Jenggala is one of the rail based mass transportation that is offered by PT. Availability of feeder service and supportive facility in nearby stations become the place for KRD Jenggala to stop is important component that must be noticed to ease the event of transportation movement for KRD Jenggala service users from one place to another. This matter is important to do to attract people's interest to use JRD Jenggala as primary transportation option in their daily. The availability of vehicle and infrastructure connectivity services on every station that become a place for KRD Jenggala to stop, the performance needs to be improved. Cross of train services need internal alignment and between modal transportation, distance of the hub, and central logistic toward the terminal/station and time availability for internal movement and between modal transportation. (PP 72/09) [6] . Therefore a first identification related to the connectivity on every station that becomes the place for KRD Jenggala to stop is needed. The purpose for first identification to be done is that to identify if there are feeder services and supportive facilities around the stations that become the place KRD Jenggala to stop. 
Conclusions
Result of first identification that is obtained from the survey that all stations serving KRD Jenggala have operational feeders from station to nearby terminal. But the availability of this feeder is not supported with supportive facility like schedule of feeder's arrival or information board about feeder service routes that are operational in station to connect to the terminals. And to improve the performance of future services, the writers is giving advice so that there will be regulation to organize connectivity between main mode and feeder to be one company that provides transportation service. Because as for now between the owner of main mode and owner of feeder are from different companies so it is difficult to synchronize the importance between both companies without having regulation that specially organizes the connectivity between both of them.
